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Hey, 
my name 

is Heléna & 
this is my portfolio.
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Self-Branding Identity
Brief Creators
John McFaul (Director at McFaul_Day)

Brief
Develop a strong brand identity for yourself - it’s you made visual, after all.

Concept
I wanted to draw on three specific interests of mine when designing my brand - all things ‘tech’, 3D-like 
realism and gothic typefaces. Whilst I dabbled in a little coding (ever so slightly) with HTML and CSS, 
I have a fascination for more ‘hardcore’ coding, as seen in TV shows like Mr. Robot. That’s why I have 
incorporated a Mono/Code like font to accompany my logo design - I feel this partnership works well in 
modernising an otherwise old-style typeface. The logo itself is based on a deconstructed gothic letter ‘R’ 
but with the addition of a subtle 3D effect with the ‘H’ inside looking like it’s folded over. I produced two 
versions,  a stand alone version and one with my name to use on stationary or assets that don’t have 
accompanying text.

CYMK
RGB
PANTONE

81/71/60/85
20/21/23
Black 3 C

8/5/7/0
238/239/238

P 179-1 C

(CHARACTERS) ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ.
   abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz.
(NUMERALS)  012345678-9

Fira Code

35mm
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STATIONARY SELECTION

FRONT OF A4 NOTE PAD

ENVELOPE

SD CARD
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METALLIC MAILER
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Print & Pattern Design
Brief Creators
Marie Rendina (former Senior Designer at Criminal Clothing, Fat Face, White Stuff and SurfStitch)

Brief
Design a pattern which can be used across multiple products, either to promote yourself or inspired by a product, 
brand or artist.

Concept
One of my favourite films of all time is Romeo & Juliet by Baz Luhrmann and what I particularly love about the film is 
the style of clothing emphasised throughout - especially that of the Capulet family. Their clothing is dark, romantic 
and packed full of religious art. There seems to have been a revival in religious iconography, especially when it 
comes to clothing. Religious Clothing, a favourite apparel brand of mine, have done (and still do) a Renaissance 
inspired collection of shorts and t-shirts. Influenced by those two things, I decided to create my own Renaissance 
pattern based on religious paintings in St. Charles Church in Vienna. 
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DRINK CAN

COSMETIC PACKAGING
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HOODED JUMPER
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Magazine/Editorial Design
Brief Creators
Carol Seatory (former Graphic Designer at The Body Shop and Partner at Minky Design & Illustration)

Brief
Design a print-based magazine from concept and market placement, to final, print-ready layouts.

Concept
When I’m not going crazy over font-pairing choices, or designing generally, I spend an unhealthy amount of time 
gaming. I’m particularly into playing post-apocalyptic games like The Last of Us series and Days Gone. I’m not sure 
what draws me to these games - maybe it’s because I can find some solace in the cautionary tales of a bleak 
future - I mean, after 2020 especially, I think it’s safe to say that anything is possible! Whatever the strange reason 
may be, I wanted to pay homage to these games by creating a fun ‘apocalyptic’ survival guide magazine. Whilst 
surprisingly quite informative, it also looks to showcase the amazing world of apocalyptic concept art found 
predominantly on artstation.com.









BY FAILING TO 
PREPARE, YOU ARE 
PREPARING TO 
FAIL.
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BY FAILING TO 
PREPARE, YOU ARE 
PREPARING TO 
FAIL.

Wise words by Benjamin Franklin. 
It’s better to not have an 
opportunity and be prepared, than 
to have an opportunity and not be 
prepared. After all, who knows 
what disaster is lurking around 
the corner?
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UX/UI Mobile Application Design
Brief Creators
Bill Strohacker (Principle Creative Director at Strohacker Design School)

Brief
Create an intuitive and engaging mobile application for a brand or company of your choice. 

Concept
Make mine a... Dark & Stormy please! Rum is definitely my choice of poison, especially with ginger ale (it is good, I 
promise!) So I knew I had to use one of my favourite brands of rum for this project - Dead Man’s Fingers. I especially 
wanted to utilise their vibrant colours, creative tag lines and love for skulls. An application like this would work 
perfectly for new flavour launches and cocktail making classes or recipes. Patrons could also learn more about 
the company in the ‘Unconventional’ section, which could include factory tours and sponsored live music videos or 
even podcasts. They could go further and even look to start a merchandise store on the app for branded tumblers, 
t-shirts and cocktail-making kits. Whoo, fancy!
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Brand & Apparel Design
Brief Creators
Nick Williams (former Senior Graphics Manager at Levi’s and Puma)

Brief
Design a branding identity for a denim brand of your choice.

Concept
When I think about jeans I think about how they all seem to have one colour, 
one texture, one look - essentially, quite boring. Other items of clothing, such as 
t-shirts, can come in all colours, shapes and styles and this is what I think denim 
is lacking: the ability to be expressive. With this in mind, I went with designing a 
Levi’s ‘Ink’d’ collection. Essentially, Levi’s would invite tattoo artists from around the world to design 
a pair of jeans with their very own artwork printed on them. I love this idea as it gives consumers the ability 
to showcase individuality - in a world where we can be put in a box, clothing is just one way we can express 
ourselves. I, personally, would love to ‘cop’ a pair of jeans printed with my favourite tattoo artist’s work on them!
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POCKET FLASHER

BUTTON
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COLLECTION SAMPLE
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INK’D HERO SHOT
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Advertising Campaign
Brief Creators
Simon Cheshire (former Senior Art Director at Oliver Marketing and Wunderman)

Brief
Design an advertising campaign for the Design Museum in London.

Concept
When Stormzy walked out onto the Pyramid stage at Glastonbury last year wearing the stab-proof vest that Banksy 
designed, it was a moment that not many people would forget. What I love about the design is that its statement 
is purposefully ambiguous - everyone can look at it and all have different opinions about what it might be trying 
to represent. It could be trying to speak to the prevalence of knife crime in the UK right now, or maybe it’s meant 
to speak more generally about social and economic injustices in the country. Whatever the reason may be, when 
I learnt that the vest was nominated for a Beazley Design of the Year award, and that you can actually go see it at 
the Design Museum until March 2021, I knew I had to base my campaign on it. 
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Vinyl Cover Art 
Brief Creators
Bill Strohacker (Principle Creative Director at Strohacker Design School)

Brief
Design cover art for some of your favourite songs to be printed for vinyl.

Concept
Annoyingly, I am one of those people who replies ‘everything really’ when asked what my music taste is - I can be 
feeling all Rock’n’Roll one day and hip-hop gangster the next. I’d be quite embarrassed to show you my playlist but 
I can absolutely assure you Justin Bieber is definitely not my guilty pleasure... Okay, you got me. For this project, I 
picked a few songs that I can listen to on repeat day-in and day-out: Rockstar by Post Malone ft 21 Savage, The Girl is 
Mine by 99 Souls, Hold me Down by Halsey and Bitter by Fletcher (who actually re-shared my cover art concept on her 
instagram - sorry, had to brag!) I loved this project as it allowed me to work on two of my favourite areas of graphic 
design - photo manipulation/composition and typography. 
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HOLD ME DOWN - HALSEY 
COVER ART 



Cheers!





Contact:
helarey@icloud.com
+44 (0) 7482 569 220
www.helenareynolds.co.uk

HELENA REYNOLDS

UNDER 17 REQUIRES ACCOMPANYING 
PARENTS OR ADULT GUARDIAN


